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Forced labor or what many call modern-day slav-
ery, is when employees are forced to work some-
where without the right to leave or object. This

includes domestic helpers who do not have the right to
leave the house, take days off, breaks and so on. The
International Labor Organization (ILO), an agency
under the United Nations, is currently running a huge
campaign to end modern slavery. Kuwait and approxi-
mately 185 countries are members of this organization,
so you can only imagine how huge the campaign is.

I usually do not write about international organiza-
tions or international campaigns, but I feel that this top-
ic needs to be discussed more in Kuwait. As a lawyer
who has been writing for more than six years, I have
received a fair share of emails from young domestic
workers stuck in houses in Kuwait. As a Kuwaiti citizen,
I love my country and therefore would like to see it
move forward, so it is important to not ignore the ugli-
ness that does happen in Kuwait. It is important though
to point out that this does not only happen in Kuwait -
in fact, according to the ILO, there were 4.1 million
people in slavery as of 2016, 70 percent of whom were
non-nationals.

I have written multiple times on what you can do if
you are in such a situation. Also, please do not hesitate
at any point to email my office if you are dealing with
such an issue. 

Human trafficking 
Question: I came to Kuwait thinking I would be

working as a computer assistant, because that is what I
am qualified for. I was shocked to learn when I arrived
at the airport that I would be working as a domestic
worker. I had no choice but to sign the documents pro-
vided to me at the airport. I am making a third of what I
used to make back home. They have taken my phone
away from me. I don’t know what to do. How can I go
back to my country?

Fajer: I see this all the time. Please know you are
not the only one. There are some crazy things hap-
pening out there and they need to stop. This is human
trafficking and it is absolutely illegal, yet unfortunate-
ly continues.

Please follow these steps:
1 Speak to your employer and ask them for a release

or a ticket to go back home - some are nice enough to
do so. If you feel that your agency will just take you back
and send you to another employer, then don’t do this.

2 Call your embassy - please find below numbers of
some embassies:

Ethiopian Embassy in Kuwait: 2533-0128/2533-4291
Indian Embassy in Kuwait: 2253-0600
Pakistani Embassy in Kuwait: 2532 7649
Indonesian Embassy in Kuwait: 2253-1021
Philippine Embassy in Kuwait: 9955 8527
Sri Lankan Embassy in Kuwait: 2533-9142 / 43 / 48 
Nepalese Embassy in Kuwait:2524 3275
3 If your embassy number is not available above,

please email me at ask@fajerthelawyer.com with the
following information:

● How you are being mistreated
● Your name
● Your civil ID number
● Your sponsor’s name
● Your sponsor’s civil ID number
If you are an employer and you are reading this,

please go home today and just say ‘thank you’ kindly to
the people who make sure you have food on your plate,
keep your house clean and take care of your children.
Also please make sure you are following the law with
regards to your domestic workers. They have the right
to the following and it is your responsibility to ensure
they receive all their rights:

● An hour-long break after five hours of work.
● Not more than 12 hours of work a day.
● A full day off every week.
● The right to keep their passport. 
● The right to leave the house on their day off

(should never be locked in).
● The right to change jobs when their contract ends

or to leave to work for another employer without pay-
ing a so-called ‘transfer fee’.

● The right to receive their salary on time.

Being abused
Question: I am being abused. I work 19+ hours a

day without rest. I am not allowed to have my phone (I
am emailing you from the house’s iPad) and I barely get
food. Help me. What can I do?

Fajer: First thing first, assess your situation. If it is
life-threatening, please go to the shelter. The Kuwaiti
government has set up a beautiful and safe shelter for
those who need it. If your case is not life-threatening
yet critical, please contact your embassy. If you don’t
have an embassy, you can email me and I will forward
your case to the Society of Social Workers. Please
include the following details when emailing me:

1 Your name
2 Your civil ID number
3 The name of your boss
And any other information you think is vital. Please

contact your country’s embassy if there is one in
Kuwait.

For questions or queries, please email us at info@ftl-legal.com.
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Prosecution rejects proposal to
pardon state security inmates 

Failure to allocate budget caused ‘loose gravel’
By A Saleh 

KUWAIT: The Amiri amnesty committees recently started
reviewing the names of inmates matching the amnesty
conditions pending submitting the final lists after exclud-
ing those convicted for murder, drug trafficking, financial
crimes and violating others’ rights without getting waivers.
However, the public prosecution rejected a proposal by
the Interior Ministry’s correctional facilities sector to
include inmates imprisoned in state security-related cases
to benefit from the annual Amiri pardon during the national
and liberation days, when they either get immediate
release or have their time reduced to half or one quarter.  

Loose gravel
Well-informed sources at the Ministry of Public Works

(MPW) blamed the finance ministry for MPW’s failure to
solve the problem of ‘loose gravel’ along various streets
over the past three years, because the finance ministry
refused to allocate a KD 60 million budget for road main-
tenance. The sources explained that under former minister
Ahmed Al-Jassar, MPW requested the budget, which was
once rejected and then postponed. In a related develop-
ment, official municipal sources said Kuwait Municipality
has removed over 10,000 cubic meters of gravel over the
past 20 days from various highways and roads. In other
news, Kuwait Municipality Director Ahmed Al-Manfouhi
said the municipality’s executive body sees no problems in
handing over the site located to the south of Um Al-
Haiman to the public authority for housing welfare to build
a new city there. 

Jahra labor city
Municipality’s deputy director for engineering projects

affairs Nadya Al-Shereeda stressed that the municipality will
honor its responsibilities. Responding to a proposal by Municipal
Council members Humoud Al-Enezi and Abdul Wahab Boresli
concerning subjecting the labor cities’ projects to the manpower

authority, Shereeda stressed it is an integral part of the munici-
pality’s responsibilities to support the state’s plans to encourage
more private sector contribution in developing government proj-
ects through partnerships. She added that Jahra labor city will be
the first project to be offered for investment through a public-
private-partnership (PPP) agreement by the end of 2019. 

Health services
Health Minister Sheikh Dr Basel Al-Sabah stressed that

the government plans to develop Kuwait’s health system
and services. Responding to an inquiry by MP Essa Al-
Kandari, Sheikh Basel said development projects aim at
boosting the health ministry’s capabilities and readiness to

deal with various health contingencies and provide pro-
tection against various epidemics as per WHO’s interna-
tional health regulations (IHR) 2005. Sheikh Basel said
more medical cooperation is in progress with international
universities and hospitals by annually inviting over 250
consultants in various medical specialties, holding medical
conferences and workshops to exchange expertise, update
treatment protocols and implement medical and technical
cooperation agreements, in addition to enhancing the role
played by the private sector in providing health services
by adjusting the private medical facilities law as well as
updating various medical legislations.

University project
The State Audit Bureau expected the Sabah Al-Salem

University City project to be concluded by 2025, explaining
that the project had been delayed due to the time needed to
have the necessary government approvals issued. In its report,
the Audit Bureau listed a number of reasons for the delay,
including the constant change of various colleges’ require-
ments, the site’s mismanagement and repeated fires, which cost
the project budget an extra KD 3 billion. 

Tomorrow’s rain
Meteorologist Abdul Aziz Al-Qarawi stressed that the rain

forecast for Wednesday evening through Friday morning will
be light to moderate, and there is no need to warn about it
except for regular precautions to be taken by motorists,
campers and those who go out sailing or fishing. Qarawi said
the cold weather officially started on Dec 3 and that temper-
atures will start falling. 

Light to 
moderate 

rain tomorrow

Dasman Diabetes
Institute concludes
campaign
By Abdellatif Sharaa

KUWAIT: Dasman Diabetes
Institute (DDI) held an honor-
ing ceremony for all those who
contributed to the success of
its first campaign that was
launched at the start of
November under the slogan “I
will fix you...sugar”, which
received a lot of attention.
Director General of DDI Dr
Qais Al-Duwairi said the insti-
tute works day and night with
scientific activities including
research and medical practice
to control diabetes and limit its spread, while treating
it by the most developed methods. He said “nothing
will stop us, and our motive is to see patients happy in
order to maintain the vision of the late Amir Sheikh
Jaber Al-Ahmad Al-Jaber Al-Sabah, through which
DDI was established by Kuwait Foundation for the
Advancement of Sciences (KFAS) in 2006.”

He said DDI’s efforts did not stop at the medical
and treatment aspects; rather they went further to
spread awareness and explain the disease’s effects
and how to prevent it, through research, trial and edu-
cation, and highlight health problems related to it.
DDI has presented more than 60 papers in accredited
magazines, and more than 75 research projects are
ongoing, including epidemiological and medical
research, pediatric medicine and chemical research.

Dr Qais said DDI seeks to become a cooperative
and reference center with the WHO regional office in
the field of diabetes and research. He added the insti-
tute received the platinum accreditation from
Accreditation Canada International. It also began the
establishment of a gene center in cooperation with
international centers and the Kuwaiti health ministry.
It also seeks to contribute in creating a geographical
atlas for diabetes in cooperation with Canberra
University in Australia.

Dr Qais said DDI is a pioneer in the initiative of a
national record of diabetics, which culminated in
adopting a research strategy for five years that
includes several initiatives and research projects,
adding that these continued scientific achievements
were made with the support of HH the Amir Sheikh
Sabah Al-Ahmad Al-Jaber Al-Sabah.

He said Dasman is looking forward to be ahead
and distinguished in controlling the disease and pre-
venting its complications. He said DDI has four
departments that form paths and means that take us
towards a better future in treatment and medical per-
formance. The departments are research, operations,
general administration and the medical department.
Dr Qais said due to cooperation between these
departments, DDI gained accreditation from the
American College of Pathology, and openness to trials
around the world allowed the institute to participate
and sign bilateral agreements with many research
centers worldwide. 

Council member
calls for demining
By Meshaal Al-Enezi 

KUWAIT: Municipal Council member Humoud Ogla Al-
Enezi announced filing a request to discuss the areas
where landmines left over by Iraqi troops are most likely to
appear after the recent flooding exposed them. Enezi
warned that the growing number of reports about sighting
strange objects and mines call for utmost precautions to
be taken in collaboration with Kuwait Municipality, the
defense ministry and all relevant bodies. Enezi called for
revealing the maps of possible minefields and comparing
them to those of campsites so that citizens and expats
could avoid them. 

Maid hospitalized,
children hurt in
Oyoun house fire
By Hanan Al-Saadoun

KUWAIT: A domestic helper was hospitalized in a critical
condition while two children were treated for smoke
inhalation following a fire reported at a house in Al-Oyoun
yesterday. Firefighters arrived to the scene five minutes
after a fire was reported at 11:00 am. They found that
workers had already rescued the victims after the maid
reportedly asked for their help from the window of their
third floor apartment. The two children were treated
onsite, while the domestic helper was taken to Jahra
Hospital where she was admitted inside the intensive care
unit. A case was filed to investigate the causes of the fire.

4,882 settlement
The Interior Ministry’s relations and security informa-

tion department said 4,882 settlement orders were record-
ed in November related to minor traffic accidents - 1,272
were issued in the Capital security department, 1,401 in
Hawally, 447 in Mubarak Al-Kabeer, 613 in Ahmadi, 837 in
Farwaniya and 312 in Jahra.

Fire drill
The firefighting sector at Kuwait Fire Service

Directorate (KFSD) carried out a mock drill about a fire in
a 30-storey building under construction yesterday. In the
scenario, the fire was on the 25th floor, so rescue and
evacuation teams were formed, while other teams fought
the fire, which was brought under control as planned.

Duo arrested for selling pork
Ahmadi inspection department of the Public Authority

for Food and Nutrition arrested a man and a woman, both
Asians, for selling pork to some restaurants and homes, Al-
Rai reported yesterday. Department Director Saud Al-Jalal
said a tip from a citizen led to coordination with the interi-
or ministry to arrest the two with 25 kg of pork that was
ready for delivery to a customer. Both were sent to con-
cerned authorities.

Drunk couple caught
Hawally police arrested a citizen and his Egyptian girl-

friend, who is in violation of the residency law, and both
were intoxicated, reported Al-Rai. Policemen found an
imported liquor bottle in the car along with a bag of ice
and cups. Both were sent to concerned authorities.

Documents stolen
Detectives are looking for a thief who broke into a

Pakistani man’s apartment and stole important documents
belonging to the company he works for. The man found the
door of his apartment was broken and discovered the
theft, then lodged a complaint at the police station,
according to an Al-Rai report.

Minister assures
disabled people of
unbridled support
KUWAIT: Kuwait is eager to cater to the needs of people
with disabilities, Minister of Social Affairs and Labor Hind
Al-Sabeeh said yesterday. While the Kuwaiti government
has always supported special needs populations, there is
still a lot of work that needs to be done, Sabeeh, who also
serves as minister of state for economic affairs, said in a
statement. She revealed that the Kuwait government has
enlisted the aid of the United Nations Development
Program as part of efforts to ensure that people with dis-
abilities get a fair shake, with many of them getting access
to jobs as of late.

Meanwhile, on Kuwait’s sustainable development plan,
the secretary general of the General Secretariat of the
Supreme Council for Planning and Development Dr
Khaled Mehdi said it entails goals related to the environ-
ment and the economy. He emphasized that the Kuwaiti
government would spare no effort to make sure that the
aforementioned goals come to fruition, which he said is an
endeavor that requires collective effort. Echoing Sabeeh’s
remarks, he went on to say Kuwait is a proponent of all
major global conventions that aim to protect the rights of
people with special needs.

Meanwhile, United Nations Resident Coordinator and
UNDP Resident Representative Kuwait Tarek Elsheikh
announced the conclusion of implementing a project for
Kuwait 2035 Vision towards persons with disabilities,
jointly with UNDP and Public Authority of the Disabled.
Elsheikh made the announcement during a ceremony held
by the authority at the UN headquarters, marking the
International Day of Disabled, which focuses this year on
“Empowering persons with disabilities and ensuring inclu-
siveness and equality.” The completion of this project aims
to enhance opportunities for the integration of persons
with disabilities in life and community activities and to
ensure their participation in Kuwait’s efforts to achieve
sustainable development, Elsheikh said.

Director General of the Authority Dr Shafeeqa Al-
Awadhi said meanwhile that highest quality standards have
been achieved in the programs of early intervention, edu-
cation, and giving persons with disabilities easy access to
buildings and modern technologies. The partnership with
UNDP and the Supreme Council for Planning and

Development has achieved remarkable results in the devel-
opment of capacities at the level of institutions and indi-
viduals, which leads to the development of more efficient
procedures to accelerate the full integration of persons
with disabilities in the workplace, study, health care and
other community facilities, she added. A range of stan-
dards has been issued to regulate and identify areas of
support in education for people with disabilities to enable
persons with disabilities to take advantage of modern
technology and digital devices as part of initiatives to
achieve their full integration, she added.

Awadhi appreciated the role of partnership with UNDP
as an important factor in improving the situation of people
with disabilities in all aspects of life. More than 42,000
people with disabilities have been registered in Kuwait, as
the Authority is keen to continue its efforts to develop the
quality of services provided. The authority allocated its
2018-2019 budget worth KD 171 million to provide people
with disabilities necessary care. — KUNA
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KUWAIT: Firemen participate in a mock drill in a 30-storey
building under construction yesterday.
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